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3 of 3 people found the following review helpful. CCNA Security Exam CramBy
Manuel GuerreroI purchased this book to prepare for the CCNA Security Exam
due to the ratings I saw at the store. The book is pretty concise and everything is
really well explained. The only dissapointing thing is the fact that there is a
chapter not fully covered in the book. That is the Securing Layer 2 devices
chapter. To have a full read about that topic, I would recommend the CCNA
Security Official Exam Certification Guide from Cisco written by Kevin Wallace.
Anyway, the Exam Cram has result in a very good book to read for preparing the
exam, which I hope pass in a few weeks.Hope you find interesting this review.0 of
0 people found the following review helpful. great price for a great study guideBy
LabratThe only thing missing is the CD that is available with a paper copy of the
book that contains sample test banks that you will need if you are serious about
passing the test.0 of 1 people found the following review helpful. Good review,
but not many questionsBy Norman F Muelleman JrWhen I took my CCNA exam,
I was in a college structured class. As we neared the end of the final class, I used
ExamCram for my CCNA as a review material. I didn't use it like I've seen others,
as a "cheat" type of material to just try and get the cert. I would review my
material and notes, then see how I would do on questions presented in the book.I
expected to do the same as I prepare for my CCNA Security exam, by using this
book. It is not the same as the CCNA Exam Cram. Each chapter is basically a
training chapter on a particular topic, with about 10-20 review questions at the
end. It's more of a prep book rather than a test book. While it does help me in my
studying and review of my notes and labs I've been working on, I thought it could
have been better.I used Cisco's own CCNA Security book, which is dry dry dry
(like most Cisco books). I also used another CCNA Security prep book that is
better worded, and has similar testing questions for review at the end of each
chapter. You're better off with that then this book alone. This would be an
expensive supplement.
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